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The General Assembly voted Wednesday to oppose campus street privatization. Representatives from Fine Arts, Pharmacy and Dentistry were not present.

Howard Grads Top List Of Students In Debt

Howard University's graduating class of 1996 made an average of $25,240, according to a ranking of schools in U.S. News and World Report.

Students in Debt

Please See DEBT, A4

Poor To Suffer From Welfare Reform Act, Critics Say

By Catherine Harrower

One year after President Clinton signed into law changes to the welfare system, many welfare recipients are finding it more difficult to meet their economic needs than they did before.

Welfare reform has been beneficial to some, but for others it has meant living in poverty. Many recipients are struggling to make ends meet and are forced to choose between necessities like food and shelter.

Children who were once eligible for welfare may now be ineligible due to changes in the law. Some recipients have found it difficult to find work or training programs, and those who do find jobs may not be able to pay for childcare.

Poor people who were once able to receive food stamps may now be cut off. Some recipients are facing eviction, and others are struggling to pay for basic needs like housing and utilities.

Critics argue that the welfare system should be reformed to provide more assistance to those who need it most.

Please See WELFARE, A4
Black Businesswomen Define Goals For 21st Century

The second robbery happened August 22 in the 200 block of Sixth Street. The suspects, a man and a woman, were accused of being black and dirty.

Descriptions of both suspects are not available, but there are reports of two individuals. The suspects are said to be between 5 feet and 5 feet 10 inches tall. They were wearing dark clothes. The only difference noted in the two suspects is a different color of hair.

The Chief of Police Lawless say­ ing, "We are working to identify them."

At the Howard University Student Association panel discussion Wednesday evening, professors at Howard University are discussing the problems of campus-related crimes in the month of August. Howard University has experienced two campus-related crimes in the last few days, with one occuring on August 18, the other on August 22.

According to Pamela Rodgers, president of Rodgers Chevrolet, "There are no linkage to the University of African-American students." Rodgers said.

"The only difference noted in the two suspects is a different color of hair."

The Chief of Police Lawless say­ ing, "We are working to identify them."
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**Students Accuse University Contractors Of Theft**

**By Elisa R. Brown**

**Hilltop Staff Writer**

Next to the Administration building, the North Street branch of the University police station was once the Moorland-Springarn Research Center, now the home of the University's African American Heritage and Culture Center. According to the journal, the Asiatic-American Student Association, which operates the Center, will have a full complement of research resources in 2017, complete with a full-time staff of researchers.

New HU Center Will Serve As Black Cultural Institution

Check us out on the Internet at [http://hilltop.howard.edu](http://hilltop.howard.edu)

**Interim Pharmacy Dean Named**

**Katherine Bushell**

Howard's College of Pharmacy, Home to J.C. Pennington, who was named the College's interim dean in 1997, will have a new dean this fall.

The College of Pharmacy Dean is one of ten new deans at Howard University, which was announced in late September.

The College of Pharmacy Dean will be responsible for overseeing all aspects of the College, including faculty and staff, student and alumni relations, and budget and finance.

The College of Pharmacy Dean will be assisted by the College's executive committee, which includes the deans of the College of Arts and Sciences, the College of Engineering, the College of Health Sciences, and the College of Social Sciences.

The College of Pharmacy Dean will also be responsible for overseeing the College's research programs, including the College's national center for drug discovery.

The College of Pharmacy Dean will be selected from among faculty members of the College, and will be appointed by the President of Howard University.

The College of Pharmacy Dean will serve a five-year term, with the possibility of renewal for an additional five-year term.

The appointment of the College of Pharmacy Dean will be announced in the near future.
In the wake of campus street privatization and the number of crimes committed on or near campus, The Hilltop asked students what they thought about campus-related crimes.

"For the most part, I do feel safe until about midnight. That's when I'm more apprehensive. Since I witnessed a bonfire near campus, I've been a little precautions. What I do is walk with someone late at night, carry a lock and take those Tai Kwon Do classes. There's not much HU can do except provide more security when the sun goes down," said Darrell Clayborne, graduate psychology major.

"I don't think those things (robberies) happen in the university's faults unless it happens on campus. This school justus doesn't want to lose the heart of many elements. I feel safe-enough as you can be," said Dominie Clayborne, graduate history major.

"I feel safe as safe can be," said J. P. Morgan is a leading global financial firm that provides strategic advice, raises capital, trades financial instruments, and manages assets for corporations, governments, financial institutions, and private clients. Morgan's clients include leading global companies, government entities, and institutional investors.

"The situation, I don't feel 100 percent safe. I think HU has taken security seriously," said a student at Howard University.

"I'm more apprehensive. Since I witnessed a bonfire near campus, I've been a little precautions. What I do is walk with someone late at night, carry a lock and take those Tai Kwon Do classes. There's not much HU can do except provide more security when the sun goes down," said Darrell Clayborne, graduate psychology major.

"I feel safe as safe can be. There's only so much the campus can do. The neighborhood that we're in, we gotta be ready to fight," said Andrew Jeffers, graduate social work major.

GA Votes Against Street Closings

Assembly, From A1

Easley, director of Educational Services at the National Council of Educational Opportunity Association, said it is a professional organization that advises federal programs, that aids first generation low-income students trying to college.

"It's a question of organization that aids first generation low-income students trying to college." Easley's comparison refers to the average of $2,542 a year the federal government spends to increase a person's Easley said with Howard being a school that receives money from the government, other won't try to stick out by altering your route. You always try to stick out by wearing certain clothes. You're only as safe as you make yourself."

"If you can't find a institute for the dollars that they do. If you consider a larger picture at Howard University, it's a picture in just a part of what doesn't want to rob you. Neither have nor have they thought the third disagreement on the issue would happen their administration in the future," said Gregory I'm in my brother. Our experiences make it different people. I think if this was our day, I don't think that's what we would do. It's not that we are not at all interested in other, not many.

"The system hasn't been fixed," Moore said. "It's good that it has been repaired. I think it's a real challenge, some say, will be finding jobs for the underclass killed welfare recipient."

"This shows that pregnancies are unplanned and not a scheme to gain more money. Some women's organizations have also spoken out against the consequences of welfare reform. They say the time requirements to get off welfare will lead dependent mothers back to abusive partners. For this reason, U.S. Senators Wyden and Murray have introduced Family Violence Prevention to allow an exception if the welfare recipient is a victim of domestic violence.

According to the National Organization for Women's Legal Defense Fund, Michigan, Nebraska, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma and Wisconsin offer no such provisions to victims of spousal abuse. On the other hand, California, Connecticut, the District of Columbia, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Minnesota, Oregon, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, the Virgin Islands and Wisconsin have domestic violence provisions. For example, by researchers at the Urban Institute, it might be seen before all the ramifications of the social welfare have been made.

"I'm more apprehensive. Since I witnessed a bonfire near campus, I've been a little precautions. What I do is walk with someone late at night, carry a lock and take those Tai Kwon Do classes. There's not much HU can do except provide more security when the sun goes down," said Darrell Clayborne, graduate psychology major.

"I feel safe as safe can be. There's only so much the campus can do. The neighborhood that we're in, we gotta be ready to fight," said Andrew Jeffers, graduate social work major.

Resumed

Morgan means more career opportunities

J.P. Morgan is a leading global financial firm that provides strategic advice, raises capital, trades financial instruments, and manages assets for corporations, governments, financial institutions, and private clients. Morgan's clients include leading global companies, government entities, and institutional investors.

October 17th for a position in Investment Banking.

November 7th for a position in Investment Banking.

November 7th for a position in Investment Banking.

Morgan's clients include leading global companies, government entities, and institutional investors.

It is our policy that students may apply to one program only. Morgan's clients include leading global companies, government entities, and institutional investors.

One year later: Clinton's welfare agreement affects families, immigrants, Howard students

Welfare, From A1

"The system hasn't been fixed," Moore said. "It's good that it has been repaired. I think it's a real challenge, some say, will be finding jobs for the underclass killed welfare recipient."

"This shows that pregnancies are unplanned and not a scheme to gain more money. Some women's organizations have also spoken out against the consequences of welfare reform. They say the time requirements to get off welfare will lead dependent mothers back to abusive partners. For this reason, U.S. Senators Wyden and Murray have introduced Family Violence Prevention to allow an exception if the welfare recipient is a victim of domestic violence.

According to the National Organization for Women's Legal Defense Fund, Michigan, Nebraska, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma and Wisconsin offer no such provisions to victims of spousal abuse. On the other hand, California, Connecticut, the District of Columbia, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Minnesota, Oregon, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, the Virgin Islands and Wisconsin have domestic violence provisions. For example, by researchers at the Urban Institute, it might be seen before all the ramifications of the social welfare have been made.
Imagine Making Twice the MONEY in Half the TIME

TURN YOUR DAYS INTO DOLLARS

MCI is poised to lead the world in advanced communications products and services. If you think you have what it takes to join an industry powerhouse, then consider starting a career with MCI as a part-time or full-time Telesales Professional in Arlington.

In this role, we'll rely on you to set and meet aggressive sales goals as you represent world-class products and MCI's image of professionalism and quality. You supply the enthusiasm and we will supply the benefits.

- Educational assistance
- 401(k) and stock purchase plan
- Free long-distance credit
- Medical, Vision, Dental, Life

Outbound Sales Representatives

PART-TIME: 2 Shifts
- Monday - Friday: 6:00 am - 2:00 pm
- Monday - Thursday: 7:00 pm - 11:00 pm, and Saturday: 10:00 am - 4:30 pm

FULL-TIME:
- Monday - Friday: 2:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Come join a winner in MCI. If you are ready to prove yourself, mail or fax your resume to: MCI Telecommunications Corp., Human Resources, ATTN: Billy Widner, 601 S. 12th Street, Arlington, VA 22202; FAX: (703) 414-7380. MCI is proud to be an equal opportunity employer. M/F/D/V.

www.mci.com

THINGS TO DO WITH SCISSORS.

Do the right thing.

- Cut out these MasterCard Exclusives coupon and present them along with your MasterCard card and you'll cut costs on all kinds of good stuff. Which feels a lot better than a sharp stick in the eye.
HOW TO FIND AND WIN GRANTS AND CONTRACTS

Office of Research Administration

- Gain the specialized knowledge you need to be a winner in the competitive private-sector funding arena
- Get an insider's look at the federal grants marketplace and find out how to locate the grant opportunities that are right for your organization

Workshop Date(s):
Monday, October 6, 1997 or Tuesday, October 7, 1997

Time: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Cost: $75 per person (limited to 40 people per day)
Location: Howard University
Armour J. Blackburn University Center
The Forum Room

Contact Person(s):
Ms. Betty Fontaine -- 806-5567
Ms. Diane Peoples -- 806-6677
Office of Research Administration

Meet the Instructor: David G. Bauer is the author of the "How To" Grants Manual in its third edition and is one of the leading authorities in grant acquisition. His book has sold thousands of copies and is the book recommended by the American Council on Education (ACE) as a "must" book for all grantseekers. Presently, Dr. Bauer travels the country, giving lectures on grantseeking. He is the director of educational resource development and associate professor at the University of Alabama at Birmingham's School of Education. He is a teacher's teacher and is dedicated to assisting grantseekers to develop the skills they need to succeed. Dr. Bauer is also the author of eight books and the developer of software and videos focusing on all aspects of the grants process.

STRATEGIC FUND-RAISING

Discover a unique and simplified method for raising the money your organization needs to support its programs

AND

THE QUALITY CIRCLE

Participate in the round table review of funded and non-funded proposals

Sponsored by: The Office of Research Administration
Instructed by: Dr. David G. Bauer
Date: Wednesday, October 8, 1997
Time: Strategic Fund Raising - 8:30 am to 12:30 pm
The Quality Circle - 1:00 - 4:30 pm
Cost: $75.00 per person (limited to 40 people)
Location: Howard University
Armour J. Blackburn University Center
The Forum Room

Contact Person(s): Ms. Betty Fontaine -- 806-5567
Mrs. Diane Peoples -- 806-6677

Meet the Instructor: David G. Bauer has trained over 15,000 individuals in grantseeking and fundraising. He is best described as a true teacher's teacher. Presently, Dr. Bauer travels the country giving lectures on grantseeking and fundraising. Dr. Bauer is also the author of eight books and the developer of software and videos focusing on all aspects of the grants process.
SEPTEMBER at KAFFA HOUSE

OPENING A CHEVY CHASE STUDENT CHECKING ACCOUNT MEANS YOU'LL NEVER PAY A SERVICE CHARGE TO USE OUR ATMS - GIVING YOU AN EXTRA DOLLAR FOR LAUNDROMAT, PIZZA, OR A CALL HOME. AND THAT'S JUST ONE OF THE BENEFITS YOU'LL RECEIVE AS A CHEVY CHASE STUDENT CHECKING CUSTOMER.

- NO MINIMUM BALANCE REQUIREMENTS
- NO PER-CHECK CHARGES
- $4 MONTHLY FEE
- JULY 1 - AUGUST 31, MONTHLY FEE WAIVED DURING SUMMER BREAK
- OVER 600 FREE ATMS
- MORE THAN 125 BRANCHES
- FREE CHEVY CHASE PREPAID PHONE CARD

CALL 1-800-987-BANK TO LOCATE THE BRANCH NEAREST YOU.

CHEVY CHASE BANK
EVERYTHING HAPPENS EVERYWHERE.
WWW.CHEVYCHASE.COM
1212 U. St., NW (202) 462-1212

We'll Be On Campus This Fall.

October 1 - Blackburn Center
Career Day (9am-4pm)
Information Session (7pm)

Please check with the Career Center for more details or visit us on our website:
WWW.GE-CAREERS.COM

"The innovative spark flashes daily at GE."

Jack Welch, Chairman & CEO

Thomas Edison's innovative spark led to the creation of General Electric more than 100 years ago. The same spark is alive and thriving today. Our people and our team environment are the primary reasons. We have an open forum - a learning culture - without boundaries or barriers. A place where ideas are born, heard, and allowed to flourish. A place where people are continually exposed to new experiences and world-class training programs.

The results are astounding. GE holds more patents than any other U.S. company and is recognized leader in each of its twelve businesses. Operating in more than 100 countries, we're the first corporation in the world to exceed $100 billion in market value.

If you are a bachelor's or master's degree candidate and have a thirst for new ideas, solid academic performance and demonstrated leadership potential, come create your own sparks at GE! An Equal Opportunity Employer.
"Power To The People: The '70s Activists Address Future of African Americans"

By Katy Graves

City Editor

Confronting Bobby L. Rush (D-IL) with its pain and progress since the '70s, the Community Center for Creative Non-Violence in Adams Morgan held a 20th anniversary reunion Friday night.

"Power to the people," said Rush as he paid the audience for the panel discussion, Justice: Political Perspectives of Activists from the '70s. "When do we go from here?"

The audience gave a round of applause.

He looked around the room of young, middle-aged, and elderly people.

"One hundred people raised their arms and filled up their seats in a matter of seconds," said Sprinter. "We are the people of the '70s. The people of the future have arrived."

"This city is seriously divided but we are standing together," said Rush.

Morgan Day was about integration. It's Adams Morgan. "Now it reaches the heart of the city," said Rush. "It's Adams Morgan. "We are the people of the future."

"This is the only time that the art and the music and the dance and the theater have to work together," Rush said.

The exhibit, organized by the Center and the gallery, was recently expanded because of its popularity. The artists receive 75 percent of the money from the exhibit. The remaining 25 percent is divided between the Center and the gallery.

Saddiq makes sure the artwork is delivered to the gallery. His assistant and the artists are paid and provided with a sense of encouraging about their work. Said he, the art program is a small part of the Center, which is funded through donations. It has more than 150 women residents and 30 men.

The Center provides substance abuse treatment services, literacy programs, job preparation programs for the reformed, Saddiq said. He is trying to set up a new program called Journeying.

"We have lots of volunteers," Saddiq said. "But what we need is more people from the community living, doing. African Americans..."

---

Adams Morgan Day brings Thoughtful Cultural Awareness

By Gillian Staffer

Vibrant sounds, voices and hues exploded into the air.

It was a hot day, but the fit and the合适s strummed into the air.

Diverse communities, people of different ages, that danced together and picked up soccer balls.

Contained within Kalorama and Columbia Heights, Adams Morgan Day spread uptown 10th Street from a STREET AND NORTH Carolina Street and placed on the opposite end that erupted with the avenues of North and Coolidge Avenue.

Volunteers registered people to vote for the Adams Morgan Day Festival this week.

If you're seriously divided among the lines of race, social-economic class and political views, said Philip Pinck. "Adams Morgan Day provides the opportunity for all to come together and celebrate the diversity of the city."

Adams Morgan Day has about 250 professional performers, from those who are professional, to those who are playing for the love of it. Rush also said that there is a dance, a jazz band and a poetry reading.

In 1987, Rush's city councilman, said Rush. "I have always been a supporter of the event."

"There are about 100 people that come together and pick up soccer balls. We are the people of the future."

If there is only one thing that you can do, Rush said, "you must vote for thisimentary."

"In their opinion, that people are playing and dancing and they have a chance to listen to Rush," said Rush. "I have always been a supporter of the event."

"It's great that there are people that are playing for the love of it," Rush said. "I have always been a supporter of the event."
Martha's Table Serves Feast Of Love For The Impoverished

By Sheryl Poster

The bright-yellow exterior of Martha's Table offers a warm home-like feeling that greets guests as they enter the door. Inside, the brightly-colored room is filled with the aroma of freshly prepared foods that fill the air. Martha's Table is one of the many facilities working to provide free meals for those in need across the city.

"Martha's Table is about love," says Children's Program Director at Martha's Table, Tracy Arnold. "It's about giving someone a break, a chance to feel good about themselves again." The organization is supported by volunteers who prepare and serve meals every day.

The center will provide free child care for single parents for up to a year while they attempt to find affordable daycare. "A lot of moms can't work and find daycare," Davis said. "It's a major barrier to get a job and keep it." In the current children's program, parents are expected to be involved with preparing the children for school. Only children ages five to 12 are allowed to attend the other programs. The programs for children and seniors allow their parents time to get their lives together.

"I try to say that we're not Judge," says Arnold. "We're here to help. We're not here to judge you. We're here to help you get through this难关." The center also offers help with housing, employment, and other services.

"If you feel something about the community that's important, you can call our job line," says Arnold. "Our job line is for people who need help." The center is open seven days a week, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Martha's Table is just one facility working to help volunteers at Martha's Table. The bright-yellow exterior of Martha's Table is just one facility working to help volunteers at Martha's Table.

The center will provide free child care for single parents for up to a year while they attempt to find affordable daycare. "A lot of moms can't work and find daycare," Davis said. "It's a major barrier to get a job and keep it." In the current children's program, parents are expected to be involved with preparing the children for school. Only children ages five to 12 are allowed to attend the other programs. The programs for children and seniors allow their parents time to get their lives together.

"I try to say that we're not Judge," says Arnold. "We're here to help. We're not here to judge you. We're here to help you get through this难关." The center also offers help with housing, employment, and other services.

"If you feel something about the community that's important, you can call our job line," says Arnold. "Our job line is for people who need help." The center is open seven days a week, from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Martha's Table is just one facility working to help volunteers at Martha's Table.
Panel Sheds Light On Racism In Colombia

By Kenneth Russell

In a discussion about the African presence in Colombia at the Ralph J. Bunche International Affairs Center, students learned that racism in the United States is much different than in the United States.

A panel of three human rights activists lectured last Thursday about the country’s high-stress polymer physics majors and human rights issue at the Columbia University.

The discussion began with the “Diaspora African Presence in Colombia,” by the Center, the African American Human Rights Foundation and Howard University’s African Studies Department.

The main presenter, Poisson, spoke about the need to highlight the presence of African-oriented scholars in the country.

Ford visited Bogota, Colombia’s capital, and expressed his interest in the students’ views on the issue.

This tragedy represents a majoring in economics. Haitian students have been crowding the ferry to buy and sell products from the mainland.

The main presenter, Miniabiyi, called “The Other Haiti” a recognition of a movement could have at least provided new insight and knowledge.

The Haitian government recognized the tragedy occurred.

An Instinct For Detection

Check out these hot new artists

$11.99 CD ONLY

9:30

CLUB

SMASH MOUTH

Four new artists have been released in the past few years, but not the one that was the subject of the film。

The President fully recognized the tragedy as a recognition of the government’s efforts to 

Mauer, co-founder of the AHRF, urged the

Hughes, a junior major, majoring in history, “People in the household hate each other or the same racial eyeglasses that have hung over the beach for five years. But not the one that was the subject of the film.”

Haitian students must be at least 16, a US citizen, enrolled in school and in good standing, and pass security questions, which include drug test and criminal background checks. Students will be paid according to the established job schedules at the department. They may also be eligible for tuition assistance, retirement, and health insurance.

The program runs for two semesters, and students can work in Spanish or French-speaking countries.

Students: Haitian Government Needs To Investigate Ferry Accident

By Karen Thomas

Some Haitian students at Howard University have been impacted by the recent tragedy, and have been seeking to understand the circumstances.

The University has adopted the Student Career Experience Program (SCEP) for interested students. Interested students have been directed to the office of the President, who will provide a brief outline of his/her background and experience.

To participate in the program, students must be at least 16, a US citizen, enrolled in school and in good standing, and pass security questions, which include drug test and criminal background checks. Students will be paid according to the established job schedules at the department. They may also be eligible for tuition assistance, retirement, and health insurance.

The program runs for two semesters, and students can work in Spanish or French-speaking countries.
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The Roman Catholic Ministry and The Newman Club of Howard University INVITES ROMAN CATHOLIC STUDENTS, FACULTY / STAFF to Sunday Mass 10:00am Carnegie Building Weekday Mass 4:30pm Tues.-Friday Andrew Rankin Chapel Monday and Thursday 12:10pm Dunbarton Chapel Newman Club Meetings Wed. 7:00pm Rankin Chapel For more info call: Fr. Jerry Hargrove, 806-7280 or 234-0572

Give The Gift of Life You can save 3 lives in less than 45 minutes! Howard University ROTC is sponsoring a Blood Drive.

DATE: Monday, September 22, 1997
TIME: 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
PLACE: Blackburn Center/ West Ballroom
CONTACT: Army ROTC - (202) 806-6784 (For more information or to schedule an appointment)

The Cross Movement "Hip - Hop"
"DJ Stereo Man" Reggae
Kim Jordan Jazz
Faith Luster Dance
Tugane Step
Alpha/Omega

SOUL FOOD '97 Gospel YardFest
Taste the Flavor!!

DATES: Sat., Sept. 20, 1997
WHERE: The Main Campus, Howard Univ.
(Outdoors, Near Blackburn Center)
RAIN LOCATION: Andrew Rankin Chapel
WHERE: 12noon - 3:30pm / More Info: 806-4912

ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN EXPERIENCING THE H.U. BISON
SKIN THE FLORIDA A & M RATTLERS ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1997
MAY PICK-UP A STUDENT TICKET WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 24 - FRIDAY, SEPT. 26 FROM 1:00 PM UNTIL 7:00 PM @ THE BLACKBURN CENTER GAMEROOM

YOU MUST PRESENT A VALIDATED STUDENT ID
*STUDENT TICKETS WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE ON THE DAY OF THE GAME

OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE AND ACTIVITIES 806-5990
I t's a Connecticut federal prosecutor, a girl about the age of a Howard student is serving hard time for her bad choices. In 1993, a young and naive Kemba Smith, a student at Howard University, fell in love with a drug dealer who would come to be one of the most wanted men in America.

When his $4 million drug ring got busted, the FBI discovered he had trafficked in 225 kilograms of cocaine he distributed. An association that will pushers in inner-city, poor, Black neighborhoods have helped him to elude authorities. According to the federal government, Kemba's relationship with the man also associated him with the alleged 225 kilograms of cocaine he distributed. An association that will make him more fearful for his life.

Our View
We must question America's double standard of justice.

There are numerous accounts of police and government officials abusing the drug war and its enforcement policies. Patterns of local arrest follow the same pattern.

The majority of the War on Drugs is not concerned with drug cartels in Mexico and Latin America. It is a system that targets poor, Black, and Hispanic communities.

America's justice is one in which African Americans are not held to an equal standard of law, but rather must always bear the burden of proof—guilt until proven innocent.

Our Mission
As one of the oldest student institutions at Howard University, The Hilltop seeks to make the University's mission of Truth and Service worth to the student with a global perspective.

We encourage you to share your views, opinions, and ideas. We publish our material addressed to the student, and make it available as tools for the University's global efforts.

We welcome your letters and comments.

Please address letters and comments to:
Editorial editor
The Hilltop
2251 Sherman Ave. NW
Washington, D.C. 20001
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AD POLICY
The Hilltop does not accept advertisements in the publication.

Friday before publication. We regret that seven days prior notice is required.

15 percent discount is available on no more than two pages.

The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are solely the views of the Editorial Board. It is the policy of The Hilltop to reflect the opinions of Howard University, its administration, THE HILLTOP Board of Editors.

EDITORIAL

THE HILLTOP
"Make of me always a man [woman] who questions."
--Frantz Fanon

Black and Blue

Leadership For The World

When the peace initiative in Israel is finally a done deal, a Howard graduate will be there. Heading Asia-Pacific corporate branches for companies such as Intel and Ford Motor will be a fellow from Stanford. And when African nations ask for "constructive advice" from the two economists and business executives of America, any Ivy League will do.

But where is Howard?

As we approach the closing of the millennium, the world has gotten extremely small. But by no means is it simple.

Sony television sets and internet programming "ideal goodies" by MicroComputers. Warner channels with shows on the Fox Network, whose executives publish the newspaper for your front door. The World Wide Web lets you read term papers from college students in Kewai and send commentaries to the UN conference on the environment within a matter of minutes.

Our discussions, our issues, and our lives have become global and still only completly so, in the 21st century.

Historically, the interests of Black America has been excluded in the international arenas, and in general Black people have sided away from global politics.

Officials at the Ralph Bunche International Affairs Center have begun putting together international programs and forums. But having an international affairs major through the University will be able to offer students a chance to travel abroad to study, participate in world forums and visit heads of states. This man must push for internationalism that not only takes place on 6th Street, but also every campus.

Howard is the ideal institution that can develop and nurture a core of diverse spokespeople who can displace the desires of Blacks in America, to the rest of the world. No other Black has such micro-nationalism on campus.

Our education, whether in Spanish, economics, speech or painting, must not only inform us, but be used as tools to empower American Black people.

It is not enough for Howard students to assume (allegedly that) their status in the world is prominent. We must show through our activities, that we are committed to fulfilling "Truth and Service" across the world.

We are in the age of not only information but one of action.

While we have politicians and corporate executives in Africa, Latin America, Eastern Europe, and Asia speaking on our behalf, we must recognize that this generation will be responsible for advancing our cultural, political and economic interests.

Why leave schools with centers for international policy, and fellowship programs to develop in-house directors and consultants have been in place for years.

But with an international studies program, the University will have the opportunity to check up and exceed.
The Invisible Black Woman

In Black Woman's work, she is a voice speaking up for the black experience, without the black woman. I am not going to address whether someone needed to help. But a Muslimah is voicing the views of an increasing segment of Black America, views at the core of her ideological differentiation with the Nation of Islam. I am not voicing the views of the Nation of Islam. I am voicing the views of a black woman who has read with great interest the maturing works of the Nation of Islam. Our work is two things: one, we are bloody stepping yet again on the Black male, the other, we are bloody stepping yet again on our own. I confess I am a radical. I acknowledge that not one as a specie, nor the other, nor you or I as individuals, believe that the sex of a wholly spiritual, non-human being is relevant to the Black person or any group that spirit in its own images and upon its own terms. But the position of dominance based on sex is a day is reckoned.

Rise to the Legacy

To envision that Howard University can have a plan, if this institution is to thrive in the future and to address the legacy of the past, one must consider the matter. Howard’s current president, Dr. John L. Thompson, is a man who has a strong commitment to higher education and to the legacy of Howard University. His vision for the future of Howard University includes promoting excellence in teaching and research, expanding opportunities for undergraduate and graduate education, and improving the university’s financial health.

In thinking of the role students play in the future of this University, I can remember speaking to Howard students who have expressed their interest in black education in America and abroad. Howard University needs to understand how to meet the needs of students and to recognize that the African American education is a vital part of the legacy of the university. America’s need to re-invent the historically, the laws that are needed to be followed and to be followed down into every other state,” Davis said. For the destruction of alternative action in California the law is needed to be followed down into every other state, this is the state that we have to fight for. Howard University needs to understand how to meet the needs of students and to recognize that the African American education is a vital part of the legacy of the university.

Howard students, and all other students, must take responsibility for their own actions and decisions to ensure their future. Students must take responsibility for their actions and decisions to ensure their future. Students must take responsibility for their actions and decisions to ensure their future. Students must take responsibility for their actions and decisions to ensure their future.

In the social service reform and post-education reform, the Black community is in the driver’s seat. The Black community is at the helm of the reform process. Howard University is at the helm of the reform process. Howard University is at the helm of the reform process. Howard University is at the helm of the reform process.

Melina Yodonos

Walking across the beautiful campus of Howard University, one can’t help but be struck by the sense of pride and accomplishment that permeates the campus. Howard University is a place where students are passionate about learning and making a difference. The university is home to some of the most talented and dedicated students in the country. The university is committed to providing its students with the best possible education and to preparing them for success in their future careers.

Melina Yodonos is a student at Howard University and a member of the National Student Association. She is a member of the Black Student Alliance and the Howard University Democrats. Melina is a strong believer in the power of education to change lives and to promote social justice. She is committed to working towards a future where all people have equal opportunities to succeed and thrive.

Melina is a member of the Black Student Alliance and the Howard University Democrats. Melina is a strong believer in the power of education to change lives and to promote social justice. She is committed to working towards a future where all people have equal opportunities to succeed and thrive.

The writer is a senior English communications major.
Get AT&T One Rate. FREE.
And don't worry about the time or the distance.

If you live off campus, choose AT&T Long Distance and sign up for AT&T One Rate. Free. You’ll also get a free one-year membership to Student Advantage—the largest student discount program ever.

- AT&T One Rate: only 15¢ a minute on calls from home to anybody, anytime, anywhere in the U.S.
- Student Advantage: use your card to get special offers and up to 50% off every day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national sponsors—like Kinko’s, Tower Records® and Amtrak®

Live off campus? Get AT&T One Rate and a Student Advantage membership. FREE.

Call 1-800-878-3872
or visit www.att.com/collegetnp.html

It's all within your reach.
A Poetry Renaissance

The Movement vibrates from the Movement's Artistic Gatherings

Words and emotions danced on the walls of the club on Monday evening, as artists, poets, and musicians filled the club with their voices and instruments. The Movement, a group of poets, musicians, and artists, has been spreading its message of love, peace, and unity throughout Philadelphia for the past several months. The Movement's Artistic Gatherings, held monthly at various locations in Philadelphia, provide a platform for poets and musicians to express their feelings and ideas through their art.

The Movement's founder, Raoul Dennis, is a renowned poet and musician who has been active in the Philadelphia arts community for many years. Dennis describes the Movement as a way to bring people together through the power of art. "The Movement is about bringing people together, about unity," Dennis said. "We believe that art has the power to bring people together, to heal, and to inspire." Dennis founded the Movement in 1995 with the goal of creating a space for artists to share their work and connect with each other.

The Movement's Artistic Gatherings are held at various locations throughout Philadelphia, and are open to anyone who wants to participate. The gatherings typically include poetry readings, music performances, and open mic sessions where poets and musicians can share their work.

The Movement has many members, including poets, musicians, and artists who are dedicated to spreading their message through their art. The Movement has been featured in many publications and has gained a following among Philadelphia's arts community.

The Movement's Artistic Gatherings are a great way for poets and musicians to connect with each other and to share their work with a wider audience. If you're interested in participating in the Movement's Artistic Gatherings, or if you simply want to learn more about the Movement, be sure to check out their website for more information.

Skin Deep: Black Beauty Products Not Always Black Owned

Black beauty products are big business, but not all of them are owned by black people. In fact, many black beauty products are owned by white people. This is because the beauty industry is dominated by white people, and many black beauty products are simply white people trying to make a buck off of black people.

However, there are some black beauty products that are owned by black people. These products are often marketed as "Black-owned," but this is not always the case. In many cases, the people who own black beauty products are not black, but they are using their power and influence to sell black beauty products to black people.

The problem with this is that black people are often left out of the decision-making process when it comes to black beauty products. This means that black people are often left to buy products that are not made specifically for their skin type.

In order to help black people find black beauty products that are made specifically for their skin type, I have created a list of black beauty products that are owned by black people. This list includes products from black-owned companies, as well as products that are made specifically for black people.

Website Of The Week

Grfliponline.com

Grfliponline.com is a website that provides information about the latest products and trends in the beauty industry. The website is a great resource for anyone who wants to stay up-to-date on the latest beauty products.

The website features reviews of the latest beauty products, as well as information about the companies that make them. The website also provides information about the latest beauty trends, as well as tips for achieving the latest looks.

In addition to product reviews and beauty trends, the website also provides information about the latest beauty industry news. This includes news about the latest beauty events, as well as news about the latest beauty products and trends.

The website is a great resource for anyone who wants to stay up-to-date on the latest beauty products and trends. Whether you're looking for the latest beauty products or simply want to learn more about the beauty industry, Grfliponline.com is a great resource.
Rahsan Patterson: Coming Up From Behind The Microphone

By Patrick Palmer

Rahsan Patterson is a singer-songwriter, writer and actor from Englewood, New Jersey. She is best known for her role as Elyse in the television show "Veronica's Closet." Patterson began her career as a member of a boy band before transitioning to a solo career. She has released several albums and has been praised for her powerful voice and emotional performances.

Patterson's music is often soulful and introspective, with themes that explore love, relationships, and personal growth. Her music has been influenced by artists such as Stevie Wonder, Sly Stone, and Chaka Khan, and she is known for her energetic stage presence.

A native of New Jersey, Patterson grew up in a musical family and was inspired by her parents, who were both musicians. She started her career as a member of a R&B group, Solid Soul, before going solo. Patterson's first solo album, "Rahsan Patterson," was released in 1997 and featured hits like "Start Again," "Love, Love, Love," and "It's All About Me."

Patterson has released several albums throughout her career, including "Dressed in All Black," "Encore," and "Over You." She has also appeared in several television shows and movies, such as "Veronica's Closet," "The Cosby Show," and "The Wire.

In recent years, Patterson has focused on her writing and producing, releasing the album "The Apache Project" in 2019. She has also worked on various musical theatre productions and has performed at several concerts and festivals. Patterson continues to inspire with her soulful music and powerful performances.
NOW THAT YOU'VE FINISHED YOUR EDUCATION, WE'D LIKE TO GIVE YOU THE BUSINESS.

As one of 100 million F&A staff members in our fast-growing $2.5 billion dollar company, we'll tell you all we've just handed you the business. But, don't worry, our seasoned F&A staff works together as a well-oiled machine.

As a new hire in the Finance & Accounting Development Program at Clorox, you’ll get a really unique opportunity to join a high-visibility team working on strategic, cross-functional projects, right away. We’re a premiere international manufacturer of over 90 popular consumer products, and we maintain our leadership position in a competitive and challenging industry. We’ve developed an incomparable rotational program that provides the skills and training you’ve just mastered.

Clorox will give you the chance to experience every facet of the F&A challenge in sponsoring a variety of assignments throughout the organization. And, we’re not feeling traditional, either. Along the way, we’ll give you a hand up. We’ll give you an edge, and most importantly, we’ll give you what it takes to build a career. After 24 years in the business, we’ve learned.

To get a lot, you have to give a lot. To build a career, you have to give it your all. Along the way, we’ll give you a hand up. We’ll give you an edge, and most importantly, we’ll give you what it takes to build a career.

COME TO THE SPEAKERS BUREAU AND GET THE INSIDE STORY.

Tuesday, September 23, 4:00pm - 6:00pm
School of Business Auditorium

If you're unable to attend, we'd still be happy to hear from you. Send RESUMES by email directly to: College Relations at staffing@clorox.com, or fax 510-208-2573 or mail to:
The Clorox Company, Attn: College Relations, P. O. Box 24305, Oakland, CA 94623.

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

If you'd like to go to graduate school, we'd like to line you up with a very attractive date.

Saturday, September 27, 1997
Sheraton Crystal City • 1800 Jefferson Davis Highway • Arlington, VA

The GRE Forum on Graduate Education offers an ideal opportunity for grad school candidates to ask representatives of over 100 graduate schools about their programs. You can also obtain catalogs and application forms. In addition, there are workshops on various graduate disciplines and opportunities for financial aid, and registering for the GRE tests - plus workshops for minority and returning students.

To get $2 off the $5 admission fee, just bring this ad to the Forum. It'll make your date economical, as well as attractive. Registration begins at 8 a.m.

For more information, call 1-609-771-7670

GRE FORUMS

IS COMING TO YOUR WORLD...

As part of Sprint's Technology Services group, you'll play an integral part in a communications revolution. You'll bring leading-edge technology to people around the globe and help Sprint maintain its innovative edge over the competition. The nearly 6,000 employees in Technology Services design, test, deploy and manage the world's preeminent communications networks. On our team, you'll have the opportunity of a lifetime - an opportunity to connect people worldwide and explore the digital universe.

For more information about Sprint's on-campus activities, contact your Career Planning Office or visit us on line at http://www.sprint.com/EOEVERY

To find out how to get up to 60% free minutes of long distance calling, dial 1-888-496-9739.

...
H. Ali Hashim, a senior student rep. You are looking at the first issue of Sports1/2Page. 

If you have an event to tell me about or know of an athlete or team you think deserves a mention, email me at alia.hashim@nike.com.

The goal of the Sports1/2Page is to promote extra-curricular sports on campus. We do not sponsor any varsity, intramural, or club sports on this campus. The page does not imply any sponsorship.

**Procter & Gamble**

Career Opportunities

We will be on campus **October 1997** interviewing for Summer Interns and Full-time candidates in the following areas:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Supply Engineering</th>
<th>Manufacturing</th>
<th>Product Development</th>
<th>Finance</th>
<th>Management Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location: Career Center</td>
<td>Location: Career Center</td>
<td>Location: Career Center</td>
<td>Location: Career Center</td>
<td>Location: Career Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates: October 6, October 7</td>
<td>Dates: October 6, October 7</td>
<td>Dates: October 14, October 15</td>
<td>Date: October 8</td>
<td>Date: October 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Centralized Testing:**

Monday, October 6 and Tuesday, October 7 (open to students scheduled for interviews).

**Also, Join us for:**

- Careers Exploration Day October 1
- Also try our internet Website: Http://WWW.pgd.com/careers to find out more about us and get more info via E-mail.
**Sports Roundup**

**Bison Roundup**

By MATT WILSON

The Bison staff writer

**Women's Tennis Team Ready To Set This Season Off Right**

By DEBRA S. EDWARDS

**Men's Tennis Serves Up Talent**

By DEBRA S. EDWARDS

**Hope Not Lost For The Bison**

By KARENTELLA WILSON

**Sports**

- **Women's Tennis Team Ready To Set This Season Off Right**
  - Title: The Bison Women's tennis team is ready to set this season off right.
  - Body: The team is off to a strong start, with the hopes of winning the MEAC title. The team is led by a strong core of returning players and a promising class of freshmen.

- **Men's Tennis Serves Up Talent**
  - Title: The Bison men's tennis team is serving up talent.
  - Body: The team is off to a strong start, with the hopes of winning the MEAC title. The team is led by a strong core of returning players and a promising class of freshmen.

- **Hope Not Lost For The Bison**
  - Title: Hope not lost for The Bison.
  - Body: Despite a tough season, the Bison are determined to bounce back and compete for the MEAC title. The team is led by a strong core of returning players and a promising class of freshmen.

**Mention Info Tech and You're Speaking Our Language.**

Visit Fedex At The Corridor Fair.

**Business Applications Analysts**

- **BBA or MBA degree preferred.**
- **Knowledge of business applications, systems, and programming.**

**Programmers**

- **BS in computer science or related field preferred.**

**Customer Automation Support**

- **BS in computer science or related field preferred.**

**Data Administration**

- **BS in computer science or related field preferred.**

- **BS in computer science or related field preferred.**

Visit www.fedex.com/employment
THE RESURRECTION IS COMING...

OCTOBER 18

1-800-COLLECT

Proudly Sponsors Intramural Sports At

HOWARD UNIVERSITY

SPORTS: ENTRIES DUE: PLAY BEGINS:

FLAG FOOTBALL SEPT. 10TH-24TH SEPT. 28TH

FIRST TEN TEAMS REGISTERED

SIGN UP TODAY

Step by the IM/Rec dept. and receive $9 in FREE 1-800-COLLECT calls

1-800-COLLECT It's Fast. It's Easy. It Saves.
ATTENTION

ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN EXPERIENCING

THE H.U. BISON

SKIN THE

FLORIDA A & M GATORS

ON

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 27, 1997

MAY PICK-UP A STUDENT TICKET

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 24 - FRIDAY, SEPT. 26

FROM 1:00 PM UNTIL 7:00 PM

@ THE BLACKBURN CENTER GAMEROOM

YOU MUST PRESENT A VALIDATED STUDENT ID

*STUDENT TICKETS WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE ON THE DAY OF THE GAME

OFFICE OF STUDENT LIFE AND ACTIVITIES 806-5990
Grnd/Profc. <tudeni-<tudeni-pol=oa>

Where: (Outdoors) near Blackbum and the Gallery tungc. Those concerned you are 1-... ehe years or age or older.

Yardfest Check Us Out

Homecoming Poetry Show

Lenny Vito COffeehouse

Location- Rankin Chapel

Hilltops

Wrappin’ Heads by Fatima

Student Special

Relaxer/Retouch $35

Including Shampoo, Blowdry & Curl

Shampoo, Wrap & Curl ... $25.00

Hair Trim ... $10.00

Hair Color ... $15.00

Professional Weaves/Braids ...

Braid Removal Services ... Prices vary

Pedicure & Manicure ... $25.00

Full Set ... $25.00

Fill-ins ... $15.00 Designs included

Open early and late 6 days per week for your convenience. We use the highest quality products: Next Paul Mitchell, Motions, Mizani.

We accept ATM and all major credit cards.

Convenient location across from Howard Univer Certified Hair Colorist

2632 Georgia Avenue NW
Washington, D.C.
(202) 986-3767